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ON SYNTACTIC AND PROSODIC DOMAINS 
OF CLITIC PLACEMENT IN SLOVENE l 
- Sean C. O'Rourke 
1. Introduction 
Slovene (or Slovenian) is a South Slavic language closely related 
to Bulgarian, Macedonian, and the continuum of language varieties now 
commonly referred to as Bosnian/Croatian/(possibly)Montenegrin/Serbian 
but which were once known uniformly as Serbo-Croatian.2 The rich 
inflectional system characteristic of Slovene includes an array of 
"special" sentential clitics (in the sense of Anderson [1992]; cf. Zwicky 
[1977]) similar to those found in Serbo-Croatian. Clitics in Slovene, 
whether alone or in a cluster of two or more, are generally characterized 
in traditional grammars as appearing in second position (2P) after the 
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Unless noted otherwise, we continue to use the term "Serbo-Croatian" 
throughout this work, in particular when citing examples labeled as such by 
other authors. 
The use of special diacritics in examples (or lack thereof) is continued from 
the sources cited. The clitic(s) in each example which are relevant to the 
discussion at hand appear in bold. Due to space limitations, only the most 
relevant output candidates appear in each Optimality Theoretic tableau. 
Unless noted otherwise, only the constraint violation(s) incurred by the 
leftmost clitic in a clitic cluster are marked. More highly ranked constraints 
appear to the left in each tableau. The following abbreviations and 
conventions have been utilized: 
<7 = winning candidate per tableau 
-7 = suboptimal candidate, 
but expected to win 
27 
L = left edge 
masc = masculine 
grammatical gender 
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sequence 'in bold immediately follows a noun phrase which happens to 
consist of only one prosodic word, while (2) shows a single clitic after a 
more complex constituent. 
(1) Janez mu ga • Je se dal. 
Janez him.DAT it.ACC aux.3sg still give.PRT 
• 
'J anez still gave it to him'. (Franks and King 2000,34) 
(2) Vse to sem se navsezgodaj spoznal. 
all that aux.lsg already early in the morning know.PRT 
'I got to know all that very early on (in the moming)'. 
(Bennett 1986, 6) 
'I knew all that early in the morning'. (Franks and King 2000,32) 
In (3) the clitic sem associated with the main clause follows the first 
syntactic constituent of the sentence, the subordinate wh-clause in CP, 
although it actually appears initially within the main clause. 
,/ = constraint satisfaction (used for emphasis) NEG = negation marker 
* (in tableaux) = constraint violation 
*! = fatal constraint violation 
# = intonational phrase boundary 
[ 1 = syntactic phrase boundaries 
1 sg, 2pl, etc. = 1 st person singular, etc. 
2P = second position 
ACC = accusative case 
AMM = A-Morphous Morphology 
AUX/aux = past or future tense auxiliary 
C = complementizer 
CL = clitic 
COLL = collective numeral or noun 
COND = conditional mood marker 
CP = complementizer phrase 
DAT = dative case 
fern = feminine grammatical gender 
G EN = genitive case 
IMPY = imperative 
INF = infinitive 
INST = instrumental case 
IP = inflectional phrase 
neut = neuter grammatical 
gender 
NOM = nominative case 
NP = noun phrase 
OT = Optimality Theory/ 
Theoretic 
pI = plural 
PRES = present tense 
PRT = participle 
Q-part = interrogative 
particle 
R = right edge 
REFL/refl = reflexive 
SC = Serbo-Croatian 
sg = singular 
SIn = Slovene/Sloven ian 
t = trace of syntactic 
movement 
TopP = topic phrase 
Y2 = verb-second 
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(3) Ko " sem se vzdramila, sem 
when aux.lsg refl awake.PRT aux.lsg 
'When I awoke, I was lying in bed'. 
lezala na postelji. 
lie.PRT on bed 
(Bennett 1986, 7) 
Examples (I )-(3) contrast with Serbo-Croatian, in which clitics 
can follow I) the first syntactic phrasal constituent or 2) the first prosodic 
word, depending on the precise variety of Serbo-Croatian (e.g. Croatian 
vs. Serbian) . Language varieties with the second type of 2P clitic 
placement can be said to contain true "Wackernagel clitics" (after 
Wackernagel's [1892] description of the phenomenon), clitics which 
strictly follow the first (stressed) word although the term "Wackernagel 
clitics" is commonly used to refer to either of the two types. Slovene 
differs from such a situation because I) 2P clitics follow the first syntactic 
phrasal constituent (consisting of one or more grammatical words) 2P 
clitics in Slovene generally follow a single prosodic word only if that 
word, for example, corresponds to a full syntactic phrase (which may 
have been independently targeted by movement in the syntax) or is a 
discourse particle and 2) 2P clitics are allowed "initially" under certain 
circumstances. "Initially" here refers to prosodic placement, but it will be 
shown that such clitics are still in 2P from a syntactic; viewpoint. In 
examples like (3) with complex initial syntactic constituents such as a 
subordinate clause, a speaker of Serbo-Croatian would prefer to place the 
SC counterpart of sem further inside the second clause, after the first 
prosodic word or a (relatively simple) syntactic constituent. 
In examples (1)-(3) we find the two major types of elements 
included in the 2P clitic system of Slovene, namely verbal auxiliaries , 
which are used in the formation of compound tenses and the conditional 
mood, and pronominals. Past and future forms of the verb bili 'to be', as 
given in table I below, combine with I-participles to form the past, 
future, and pluperfect tenses. These auxiliary clitics agree in person and 
number with the nominative subject of the main verb. Note the existence 
• 
of a dual distinction , which in Slavic is common only to Slovene and 
Sorbian. 
• 
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Table J.:,Slovene 2P Past and Future Auxiliary Clitics4 
Past Future 
Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural 
1 sem sva smo born bova bomo 
2 • SI sta ste bos bosta boste 
3 • Je sta so bo bosta bodojbojo 
In addition to the auxiliary clitics above, the clitic bi exists as a 
component in the construction for the conditional mood, as in (4). 
Franks and King (2000) note that as in colloquial Croatian, bi does not 
conjugate for person or number. 
(4) Dal bi jo bi! v kaksno solo ... 
give.PRT COND her.ACC be.PRT in some kind school 
'He would have put her in some kind of school... , (ToporiSic 1976) 
(Franks and King 2000, 38) 
The second major group of 2P clitics in Slovene consists of dative, 
accusative, and genitive personal and reflexive pronominal elements as 
shown in table 2. Finally, when more than one 2P clitic occurs in the 
same clause, the resulting cluster follows the left-to-right ordering in 
table 3. 
While literature concerning the placement of clitics in Serbo-
Croatian is in large abundance, formal treatments of Slovene clitics are 
relatively rare. In addition, analyses of a specific phenomenon dealt with 
below that of clitic placement in sentences with intonational breaks:-
are even scarcer, regardless of the language involved. Because Slovene 
clitics have remained largely unexamined in recent literature, the focus of 
this paper will therefore be to investigate the mechanism(s) of clitic 
placement in Slovene by examining the sites in which clitics appear in 
various types of sentences. In this paper we argue that Slovene 2P clitics 
are phrasal affixes (see, inter alia, Anderson 1992, 1993, 1995, 1997, 
2000) whose placement is determined on the basis of interacting 
constraints which refer not only to syntactic or prosodic domains, but to 
4 The past and future auxiliary clitics also appear as present and future copular 
clitics, respectively. The 3pl future auxiliary bojo is the colloquial variant of 
bodo according to Franks and King (2000, 32). 
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both. It is only through the interaction of both constraint types, with 
some clarifications on the syntactic and prosodic structures at hand, that 
all of the data presented here can be duly accounted for. Optimality 
- Theoretic (OT) tableaux will serve throughout to illustrate various 
interactions of constraints in the evaluation of competing sentence forms 
which vary with regard to clitic placement, phrasal boundaries, and the 
presence or absence of other elements. 
Table 2: Slovene 2P Personal and Reflexive Pronominal Clitics 
3sg . 3sg lsg 2sg masc/ Idual 2dual 3dual Ipl 2pl 3pl fern 
neut 
• 
DAT • ti .. .. .. ml mu JI nama varna Jlma nam vam Jim 
ACC • • • jih/ ju jih me te ga JO naJu vaJu nas vas 
GEN • • • jih/ ju jih me te ga Je naJu vaJu nas vas 
Table 3: Order of Slovene 2P Clitics in Clusters5 








conditional AUX REFL DAT ACC GEN pastAUX (onlyje) 
mi, ti, me, te, me, te, born, bos, bo, etc.; 
sem, si, sva, smo, etc.; bi • .. • • se, Sl mu, JI, ga, JO, ga, Je, • Je 
etc. etc. etc. 
2. Overview of Previous Analyses and Preliminary Proposals 
Various proposals have been put forth in recent , theoretical 
literature to account for clitic placement in various languages. More 
traditional accounts consider special clitics such as those in Slovene to be 
syntactic terminals which appear in their surface position because they 
are generated there or because syntactic movement or movement based 
on some type of prosodic repair mechanism has placed them there. 
Several more recent accounts, notably those of Anderson (1992, 1993 , 
1995, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2002) and Legendre (1998a, 2000a, 2000b, 
2000c, 200 I), consider special clitics to be the overt realization of 
morphosyntactic features which get placed by way of a morphological 
5 Adapted from Toporisic (1976, 535), via Bennett (1986, 5). 
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process of'phrasal affixation. The types of domain made available for the 
placement of special clitics (i.e. syntactic, prosodic, or both) playa 
further role in distinguishing previous accounts of such placement. Based 
on the distinctions described above, table 4 briefly classifies the work 
presented in this paper as well as some of the more recent and prominent 
analyses of special clitic placement. 
The analysis to follow will utilize the nonderivational 
mechanisms of standard Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky 
2004) and the notion set forth in A-Morphous Morphology (Anderson 
1992) that special clitics those usually described as having irregular 
syntax are the phonological realization of morphosyntactic features 
which are placed by a morphological process of phrasal affixation. 
Anderson (1995, 1996, 1997, 2000) proposes using domain-specific 
constraint families such as those given below in order to account for the 
distribution of clitics. 
NON-INITIAL (CL, S) 
Clitics do not occupy initial position in a sentence. 
EDG EMOST (CL, L, S) 
Clitics appear at the leftmost edge of a sentence. 
INTEGRITY (XP) 
Phonological material is only introduced at the edges of 
• 
syntactic constituents. 
Such constraints are violable in OT; output "candidates" are 
simultaneously evaluated according to a language-specific , hierarchical 
ranking of universal constraints and an optimal form results from the 
competition to satisfy more highly ranked constraints. Although 
Anderson gives the relevant domain as " S," we assume that he takes the 
domain of clitic placement to be the clause, be it CP or IP, rather than 
the "sentence." We can see this system at work in tableau (A), which 
gives us the sentence in (2) and repeated in (5). 
(5) Vse to sem se navsezgodaj spoznal. 
all that aux.lsg already early in the morning know.PRT 
' I got to know all that very early on (in the morning)' . 
(Bennett, 6) 
'I knew all that early in the morning' . (Franks and King 2000,32) 
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Table 4: Classification of Some More Recent Anaiyses of Clitic Placement6 
Approaches based on a fixed 
Domain(s) of syntactic position for clitics Approaches based on 
or on movement of clitics to their 
clitic placement clitics as phrasal affIxes 
surface positions (in the syntax or 
at PF (Phonetic Form) . 
Franks (1999, 2000), Franks and Anderson (1992, 1993, 
1995,1996,1997,2000),7 
I (1994), Golden and Sheppard Harrison (1997), Kaiser 
(1997), Richardson 
syntactic phrases I (2000), Halpern (1995), King I (1996), Progovac (1996, 2000), (1997), and VanLoon 
I Rivero (1997), Schiitze (1994), (1997) 
I Tomie (1996, 1997, 2000), and 
I Wilder and Cavar (1994a, 1994b) 
the intonational Boskovi6 (1995, 1997, 2000b, O'Connor (2002) 
phrase (and 
phonological I (1988, 1996) 
phrase) 
syntactic and(! or) I Legendre (1998a, 2000a, 
I 2000b, 2000c, 2001), and --------prosodic phrases I O'Rourke (this work) 
In (A), Anderson's proposed ranking of constraints for placement after 
the first syntactic constituent in Serbo-Croatian is maintained, with the 
exception that NON-INITIAL (CL, S) and INTEG (XP) are equally ranked 
• 
here (represented by the broken line). This is done because it is not 
apparent in (A) or in subsequent tableaux which of these two constraints 
dominates the other, if indeed they are ranked with respect to one 
another at alL 
6 
7 
Adapted from an earlier version of O'Connor (2002). 
Although we place Anderson here within a theory in which the domains of 
clitic placement are (always) syntactic in nature, it must be noted that in his 
early work on the topic he never sets strict limitations on the types of domain 
which may be referred to; they may very well be prosodically (and 
syntactically) oriented in his theory. See, for example, his recent work on 
Tagalog (2002). 




INTEG EOGEM , , 
, 
(CL, L, S? (CL, S) , (XP) , 
~ (a) #sem vse to ze navsezgodaj spoznal# *1 , , • 
(b) #vse sem to ze navsezgodaj spoznal# , *1 * , , • 
(c) CJr #vse to sem ze navsezgodaj spoznal# , ** , 
Can we be sure that the clause is the sole domain of clitic 
placement in Slovene? Boskovic (1995, 1997, 2000b, 2001) and 
Radanovic-Kocic (1988, 1996) have suggested that the domain of 
placement in Serbo-Croatian, for example, is the intonational phrase. 
Proponents of this view often employ approaches in which clitics move to 
their surface positions. O'Connor (2002) is the latest to suggest that the 
domain of placement is the intonational phrase, but his analysis is 
distinctive in that it falls under Anderson's account of clitics as phrasal 
affixes. 
O ' Connor assumes the following constraints in his account of 
the various positions for clitics in Serbo-Croatian: 
8 
9 
NON-INITIAL (CL, INTP) 
Clitics do not occupy initial position in an intonational phrase. 
ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L) 
For any clitic, its left edge aligns with the left edge of some 
intonational phrase. 
ALIGNCL/VP (covering both ALIGN (CL, L; VP, L) and ALIGN 
(CL, R; VP, R» 
For any clitic, one of its edges aligns with the corresponding 
edge of some verb phrase. 
EXHAUSTIVIITYPRw D (cf. Selkirk 1995) 
A prosodic word immediately dominates a foot. 
Cells in tableaux are shaded gray where no longer vital to determining the 
optimal fOllll. 
EOGEMOST (CL, L, S) in (A) is violated on the basis of gradience, as is 
ALIGN (CL, L; IN TP, L) in (B) immediately below, hence the second 
violation of the relevant constraint incurred by the ( c) candidate in each of 
those tableaux. See footnote 11 and the paragraph beginning after example 
12 for a more thorough explanation of gradience violations. 
-(a) 
(b) 
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EXHAUSTIVITY PHONP (cf. Selkirk 1995) 
A phonological phrase immediately dominates a prosodic word. 
If we rank these constraints in Slovene as O'Connor (2002) does to 
account for clitic placement after the first phonological phrase in Serbo-
Croatian, we end up with the expected output form of example (5). 
(B) 
NON-
AIJGN lNrrw.. ~ ~ (0.,1.; (0., INrP,L) INrp) 
#sem vse to se navsezgodaj 
*1 * * 
spoznal# • 
#vse sem to se navsezgodaj 
*1 * * 
spoznal# • 
(c) CjJ'" #vse to sem se navsezgodaj 
* *1* * 
spoznal# • 
So far it appears that utilizing constraints referring to the clause 
or to the intonational phrase as domains of clitic placement will give the 
same result in Slovene. In order to find any differences, it will be 
necessary to look at different example sentences involving one or more 
clauses and intonational phrases. As O'Connor (2002, 9) points out for 
Serbo-Croatian, "appositives, parentheticals, and non-restrictive relative 
clauses obligatorily form INTPs while heavy subjects, other heavy initial 
constituents, and fronted or focused constituents do so optionally. This 
optionality lessens with length of constituent, but increases with speech 
rate." The examples below from Radanovic-Kocic (1996, 439-40, via 
O'Connor (2002, 9) show that we can identify intonational phrases in 
Serbo-Croatian since degemination and regressive assimilation occur 
]0 The definition that O'Connor (2002) provides for his constraint ALIGNcL/VP 
and the way in which violations of that constraint are determined are not 
fully clear. For this work, if either edge of a given c1itic is properly aligned 
with the corresponding edge of the root VP, the constraint is satisfied. In 
cases where violation of ALIGNcL/Vp can be considered on the basis of 
gradience (e.g. NOT in (B», we determine any violations by counting the 
number of intervening grammatical words between the left edges of the 
leftmost clitic (assuming there is a cluster) and VP. 
10 
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within, but,not across, intonational phrase boundaries as in (6) and (7), 
respectively. 
(6) a. #Za Prvi putujem# 
on first May I travel.lsg 
'On May Day I am traveling.' 
nw" 
b. #Za Prvi mai:;[j@putujem# 0:> ,. 
(7) a. #Ovaj njihov kucu# 
this their dog guard.3sg house 
'That dog of theirs is guarding the house'. 
, ',.::.:: , .. ,.,. 







In Slovene we also find degemination and assimilation across certain 
boundaries in examples (8a)-(8d) below from Herrity (2000,23-24). We 
maintain that as in Serbo-Croatian, these phenomena do not occur 
across intonational phrase boundaries in Slovene. 
(8) a. [samisli ] 
'he himself thinks' 
b. k!Sestro ~,;.x [sestro ] 
'with the sister' 
c. §46ipko '~k";: [scipko] 
'with lace' 
breZ,'sina 
;.>; ...... :, :." 
d. [bresina] 
'without the son' 
The appositives, parentheticals, and subordinate clauses which, 
according to O'Connor, occur in Serbo-Croatian with pausal breaks and 
therefore mark intonational phrase boundaries are exemplified in Slovene 
and Serbo-Croatian by Bennett (1986,7-12; 1987,271-72) and given 
below as (9)-(11), respectively. Bennett notes that in Slovene, clitics 
often follow pauses and are proclitic to following material rather than 
enclitic to material before or after a pause (as in Serbo-Croatian). He 
does not, however, connect this in any fashion to the notion of 
intonational phrase boundaries. 
(9) [SIn] Moj prijatelj Peter Kosenina je velik junak. 
my friend Peter Kosenina be.3sg big hero 
'My friend Peter Kosenina is a big hero'. 
[SC] Moj prijatelj Peter Kosenina veliki je junak. 
-• 
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but we know.2p/ be.lpl nationalistic (news)paper 
'But, you know, we are a nationalistic paper'! 
Ali mi smo, znate, narodnjaski list! 
Ko sem se vzdrarnila, sem 
when aux.lsg refl awake.PRT aux.lsg 
'When I awoke, I was lying in bed'. 
lezala na postelji. 
lie.PRT on bed 
[SC] Kad sam se probudila, lezala sam u krevetu. 
Examples of non-restrictive relative clauses sometimes referred 
to as "appositive relatives" are not provided by Bennett, but these too 
form independent intonational phrases, as in (12) from Herrity (2000, 
106-107). 
(12) Knjiga, ki je na mizi, je darilo. 
book which be.3sg on table be.3sg present 
'The book, which is on the table, is a present'. 
In this non-restrictive interpretation, the relative clause acts as a kind of 
parenthetical comment about the book, indicating its location on the 
table, whereas the restrictive interpretion would delimit the specific 
subset of books to which the speaker is referring (i.e. not the book on the 
desk but rather the book on the table). As in English,it is only non-
restrictive relative clauses which carry special intonation in Slovene. 
Of particular interest to us from among the various constructions 
exemplified above are those with parentheticals as in (10) and those with 
non-restrictive relative clauses as in (12). If we first examine how 
Anderson 's clause-based constraints account for clitic placement in non-
• 
restrictive relative clauses, we observe in (C) that the optimal form is not 
the expected Slovene form in (12) (where (7 indicates the winner and -7 
the expected winner). It is important to note that in (C) , EDGEMOST 
(CL, L, S) is a gradient constraint whose violations are based on the 
number of intervening grammatical words. II 
I I We determine violations of gradient constraints which refer to prosodic 
domains (ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L) being the sole possibility in this work) by 
counting the number of intervening prosodic words, while violations of 
gradient constraints which refer to syntactic domains (EOGEMOST (CL, L, S), 
ALIGNcL(VP ' and ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L) being the relevant possibilities 
throughout) are determined by counting the number of intervening 
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If we then employ the same constraints on clitic placement after 
the first phonological phrase within an intonational phrase as O'Connor 
does for Serbo-Croatian, we see that these too give us the wrong result in 
(0). ALIGNcL/VP is a gradient constraint in (0) since clitic placement is 
being considered with respect to the same verb phrase. ALIGN (CL, L; 
INTP, L) is not a gradient constraint as it was in (B), however, since clitic 
placement is being considered across different intonational phrases. 
Leaving out O'Connor's EXHAUSTIVITY constraints, if we reverse the 
ranking of ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L) and NON-INITIAL (CL, INTP) from 
(0), we finally obtain the expected form in (E). 
While sentences with only one intonational phrase as in (5) 
could be explained with constraints referring to syntactic or prosodic 
domains of placement in tableaux (A) and (B), respectively, sentences 
with three intonational phrases do present some issues. In particular, it is 
unreasonable to make use of one set of constraints referring solely to 
prosodic domains in order to explain one instance of clitic placement and 
another set of similar constraints referring solely to syntactic domains to 
explain placement elsewhere, even though the clitics in each case are of 
the same type, namely 2P clitics. It is much more reasonable, however, 
to suggest that both types of constraint coexist in the same hierarchy. 
Given that (F) (our simplest example so far, with only one intonational 
phrase) and (G) (the most complex example we have seen, with three 
intonational phrases) can account for both types of sentence, it seems 
rather appropriate to propose a system in which morphological 
constraints referring to syntactic and prosodic domains of clitic 
placement one type of domain per constraint, of course freely interact 
with one another in a single hierarchy. 
grammatical words. Differentiating between prosodic and grammatical words 
in this way will become necessary later on when evaluating candidates like 
examples (Rlc)-(Rle) and (R3a)-(R3c) and in general any examples 
containing pro. NON-INITIAL and NON-FINAL constraints, while never 
gradient, are satisfied, along a related line of thinking, if one or more 
prosodic or grammatical words-here again determined by the type of domain 
to which the relevant constraints refer-intervene between clitic and domain 
edges. See, for example, (P) and (R2a)-(R2c). 




INTEG EDGEM , , 
, 
(CL, S) , (XP) (CL, L, S) , 
(1t) -7 #knjiga# #kije na mizi# #je darilo# , **1*** , 
• 
(b) #knjiga# #kije na mizi# #dariloje# , • **1**** , , • 
(c) #je knjiga# #ki je na mizi# #darilo# *1 , • , 





EXH pRWD EXHpHONP (CL, L; (CL, ALIGNcL/Yp 
INTP, L) 
INTP) 
(a) -7#knjiga# #kije na mizi# 
*1 
* ~ojl -7 * ~darilo# • 
(b) <7#knjiga# #kije na mizi# • 
* -7 * * #dariloje# 
(c) #je knjiga# #kije na mizi# 
*1 * ,- DiR-7 * ***** #darilo# • 
(d) #knjigaje# #kije na mizi# 
* -7 * * *1*** #darilo# • 
(E) 
ALIGN NON-
(CL, L; INITIAL ALIGNcL/Yp 
INTP, L) (CL,INTP) 
(a) <7 #knjiga# #kije na mizi# #je darilo# * 
(b) #knjiga# #ki je na mizi# #darilo je# *1 • 
(c) #je knjiga# #kije na mizi# #darilo# * *1**** 
• 
(d) #knj iga je# #ki je na mizi# #darilo# *1 **** • 
12 In (C) and subsequent tableaux, we provide neither candidates in which 
material associated with a clause (viz. a clitic) is placed outside the bounds of 
that clause (in the case of a subordinate contained within a larger structure), 
nor candidates in which material associated with a main clause is placed 
within the bounds of another (subordinate or main) clause. 
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INTEG (el, L; INITIAL ALlGN 
INITIAL (el, L, (XP) INTP, (el, 
- (el, S) CL/VP S) L) INTP) 
(a) #sem vse to se navsezgodaj , , 
*1 , * * , , 
spoznal# , , 
(b) #vse sem to se navsezgodaj , , 
*1 * * * , 
spoznal# , • , 
(c) <? #vse to sem se navsezgodaj , , , 










INTEG (el, L; INITIAL 
INITIAL (el, L, ALlGNcL/Vp (XP) INTP, (el, (el, S) S) 
L) INTP) 






#je darilo# , , 
, #knjiga# #ki je na mizi# , 
*1 ****** , #darilo je# , • , 
#je knjiga# #ki je na mizi# 
*1. * ***** #darilo# 
, 
#knjigaje# #kije na mizi# 
*1 
**** #darilo# • 
In section 3 we thoroughly explore the viability of this basic proposal. In 
doing so, the format and domain makeup of some of the constraints 
already set forth is amended, new constraints are proposed, and the 
overall ranking of our system of constraints is finely tuned based on some 
more puzzling examples of clitic placement from Slovene. 
3. The Interaction of Syntactic and Prosodic Domains in Slovene 2P 
Placement 
N ow that we have seen that the interaction of constraints 
referring to both syntactic and prosodic domains of clitic placement is a 
tenable solution for sentences containing a single intonational phrase and 
for those containing more than two intonational phrases, it remains to be 
* 
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seen whether sentences such as (11), repeated below as (13), which 
contain strictly two intonational phrases (e.g. sentences with an initial 
subordinate clause or quotation), can be explained in such a way. Such 
examples appear with proclitics at the beginning of the intonational 
phrase containing material from the main clause, just as in example (12) 
above with the non-restrictive relative clause . 
• 
(13) Ko sem se vzdramila, sem lezala na postelji. 
when aux.lsg ref! awake.PRT aux.lsg lie.PRT on bed 
'When I awoke, I was lying in bed'. 
In tableau (H) we see that the combined ranking of constraints 
in (F) and (G) does in fact give us the correct output, but only if we 
separate Anderson's NON-INITIAL (CL, S) constraint into two, allowing 
for CP and IP domains as Richardson (1997) does in his analysis of clitic 
phenomena in Czech. The new constraints are adjacent and still at the 
top of the hierarchy with the ranking NON-INITIAL (CL, CP»> NON-
INITIAL (CL, IP). ALIGNcL/Vp and EDGEMOST (CL, L, S) are omitted in 
(H), without consequence, although the latter will emerge in a later 
section under a different guise (namely ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L». 
NON-INITIAL (CL, CP) 
Clitics do not occupy initial position in a CP. 
NON-INITIAL (CL, IP) 
Clitics do not occupy initial position in an IP. 
(H) 
NON- NON- , , ALIGN INITIAL INITIAL: INTEG NON-INITIAL (CL, L; , (CL, (CL, , (XP) (CL,INTP) , INTP, L) CP IP , , 
(a) (Q"' [cp#ko sem se yzdramila# , , , 
* #sem liP lezala na )Osten# , , 
(b) lcp #ko sem se yzdramila# , 
*1 , * 
~#sem lezala na ostei"i# • 
, 
, 
(c) , [cp #ko sem se yzdramila# , 
*1 , 
J£.#ldala sem na )ostel"i# • , , 
, (d) [cp #ko sem se yzdramila# , , *1 * ~#ldala na sem oostei"i# , • , 
(e) lcp #ko sem se yzdramila# , , 
*1 
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(F) and (G)'are repeated in modified form as (I) and (1), which show that 
we obtain the expected forms with the division of NON - INITIAL (CL, S) to 





INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL 
INITIAL (CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, (CL, IP) CP) L) INTP) 
Icp #sem I vse to] liP ze navsezgodaj , , 
*1 , * 
spoznal#]] • , , 
b # I vse to] sem liP ze navsezgodaj , , , 
** , 
spoznal#]) , , 
Icp # I vse to] liP sem ze navsezgodaj , 





INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL 
INITIAL (CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, (CL,IP) 
CP) L) INTP) 






darilo#]) , , , 
, 
bliP #knjiga# #kije na mizi# , , 
*! , 
• #darilo je#]) , , 
lep #je liP knjiga# #ki je na mizi# , 
*! , , 
#darilo#]] • , , 
bliP #je knjiga# #kije na mizi# , , 
*1 * , 
#darilo#]) • , , , 
bliP #knjiga je# #ki je na mizi# , , 
*! , 
#darilo#]) • , , 
Although Slovene "2P" clitics do not occur in initial position (in 
either the syntactic or prosodic sense) in the majority of cases, we 
sometimes come across a clitic which could be and usually is described 
as initial in some discourse situations where an initial element is deleted 
from the lone (main) clause of a sentence, such as in (14) and (15) from 
Franks and King (2000, 40-41). ToporiSic (1976, 539-40) claims that 
the presence of the clitic in such a position is due to the omission of the 
* 
* 
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stressed word to which it might have attached. In these examples the 
understood interrogative particle ali has been "omitted" from initial 
position. In other words, ali goes unpronounced at PF (Phonetic Form) 
- due to a process of discourse-related ellipsis at some level and as such is 
not part of any intonational phrase. We propose that this takes place 
crucially only at PF. 
(14) Se je Rajko res porociI? 
ref! aux.3sg Rajko really marry.PRT 
'Did Rajko really get married'? 
(15) Si ga videl? 
aux.2sg him.ACC see.PRT 
'Have you seen him'? 
The interaction of constraints that we have proposed so far accounts for 




INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL 
INITIAL (CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, (CL, IP) CP) L) INTP) 
(a) (Jr bali #seje liP Rajko resporocil#J] , * , 
(b) Icp ali liP #se je Rajko res porocil#J] *1 , * , • , 
Icp ali liP #Rajko se je res porocil#J] 
, (c) , *1 , • 









(CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, IP) 
CP) L) 
b ali liP #videl si ga# JJ , *1 , , • 
Icr ali #si ga liP videl#JJ , , 
Icr ali liP #si ga videl # JJ *1 , • , 
The question then arises of how to explain the variation between 
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Videl sem 
see.PRT aux.lsg 
'I saw him'. 
gao 
him.ACC 
As Bennett points out, Videl sem ga is the more typical sentence, but Sem 
ga videl (also found in Franks and King 2000, 42) is possible as wei!. 




'I saw him' . 
vide!. 
see.PRT 
Bennett indicates a small difference in the interpretation of (16) and (17). 
He claims that (17) has a reading like '(because) 1 saw him', as if 
answering a question, while (16) is an unprovoked statement offered by a 
speaker. Bennett suggests that the conjunction ker, 'because' has been 
omitted from (17), similar to the case of ali in (14)/(K) and (l5)/(L). 
(16) does not involve the discourse-related, optional "deletion" or 
"omission" as seen in (14), (IS), and (17) and is by far the more common 








INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL , 
INITIAL : (CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, , (CL, IP) : 
CP) L) INTP) , , 
fer [Ip#videl sem ga#]] , * , 
fer #sem ga [IP videl#)) *1 , * , • , 
, fer [IP #sem ga videl#]] *1 * , * • , 
For the sake of completeness we have given tableau (N) for example (18) 
from Bennett (1987, 280) , in which ali is pronounced. 
(18) Ali je Tomaz pozabil drobiz? 
Q-part aux.3sg Thomas jorget.PRT change 
'Has Thomas forgotten his change '? 
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(N) . , 
NON- NON- , ALIGN NON-, 
, 
INITIAL INITIAL: INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL 
, 
(CL, (CL, , (XP) INTP, (CL, , 
-
, 
CP) IP) , L) INTP) , 
, 
(a) b #je ali [IP Tomaz pozabil drobiz#ll *1 , * • , 





[cp #ali [IPje Tomaz pozabil drobiz#ll *1 , * , • 
b # ali [IP Tomazje pozabil drobiz#ll , **1 , • , 
b #ali [IP Tomaz pozabil je drobiz#ll , **1* , • 
b#ali [IP Tomaz pozabil drobizje#ll , **1** , • 
Our next example in (19) involves a coordinated structure and 
the conjunction in, 'and'. With in occupying a position in CONJP outside 
the coordinated level of structure which follows (whichever level that 
may be) , it appears that we are again dealing with a situation in which the 
cIitic (cluster) is in an intial position of some sort. 
(19) • • ... In se mu zasmeJem. [SIn] 
and rejl him.DAT smile.lsg 
, ... and I smile/break into laughter at him'. . 
(Bennett 1986, 8) 
[SC] .. .i nasmejem mu se. (Franks and King 2000, 42 [51 b]) 
We represent (19) in (0). (Bear in mind for now that only overt elements 
are given for each candidate here.) 
. 
Our latest constraint ranking in (0) does not result in the 
expected output (Oa). We might rectify this issue by resorting to one (or 
more) of three possible. solutions. Firstly, we could take into 
consideration the level of coordination in the structures above. We 
propose that with clitics as functional features of the clause , IP is always 
present in coordinated structures which include Slovene 2P c1itics. What 
about CP? Is CP always present or only in given contexts (e.g. when 
topicalization or wh-movement occurs)? If the coordinated candidate 
structures in (0) lacked a CP with c1itic placement outside of IP as in 
(Ob) then becoming irrelevant, (Oc) would still be more optimal than the 
expected (Oa) due to the high ranking of NON-INITIAL (CL, IP). This 
first option aside, the second possibility is that we have missed some 
generalization(s) with regard to the ranking of our current constraints, or 
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have relevance here. The third option is to consider that we have not fully 
considered every element within the sentence for the purposes of 
determining 2P for clitic placement. The empty category pro, for 
instance, is notably absent from the candidate structures in (0). An 
element like pro, while phonologically null, may still play an important 
role in determining 2P at the syntactic level, much like the optionally 
"deleted" elements we saw in examples above where a clitic appeared in 
initial position at PF but followed an element still present on some 
syntactic level. 
NON- NON- ALIGN NON-
INITIAL INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL 
(CL, (CL, (XP) INTP, (CL, 
CP) IP) L) INTP) 
# .. .in [cp[IPse mu zasmejem#J] *1 * , * • , 
-if , 
# .. .in lcpse mu [IPzasmejem#J] *1 * • , 
# ... in [CP [IPzasmejem se mu#J] , ** , , 
The first option above is fairly straightforward. The level of 
coordination after in could very well be CP or IP. In either case, 
-however, candidate (Oc) would emerge as the winner since the two most 
highly ranked constraints militate against clitics appearing initially in CP 
and IP.'4 We therefore turn to one or both of the latter two options 
mentioned above for an explanation: either our current hierarchy of 
constraints is incorrect or incomplete, or some element is missing from 
our candidate structures in (0) (such as pro). 
It is tempting to account for problematic (Oc) by amending our 




There mayor may not be material preceding the conjunction in the 
intonational phrase. We have counted violations of ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L) 
only insofar as there is overt material between the left edge of the clitic 
cluster and that of the conjunction. This goes for tableau (P) as well. 
Suggestions for determining the validity of CP and/ or IP in the coordinated 
structures in (0) are not directly discussed here. We merely wish to put forth 
various possibilities for explaining the sub-optimal status of (Oa) in tableau 
(0), or rather for explaining why (Oc) does not emerge as the actual, 
attested form. 
-(a) 
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which constraint, under which ranking, would give (Oa) as the winning 
form. NON-FINAL (CL, INTP) may be one of the more relevant 
constraints given the relatively short candidate sentences in (0). 
NON-FINAL (CL, INTP) 
Clitics do not occupy final position in an intonational phrase. 
However, that constraint would need to be ranked higher than even 
NON-INITIAL (CL, CP) for there to be any chance of (Oa) winning with 
mu in (Oc) incurring a violation. Such a ranking would also have adverse 
effects elsewhere, as in (M) where candidate (Ma) would be rendered 
sub-optimal. From this point forward we will place NON-FINAL (CL, 
INTP) at the very bottom of our hierarchy, for it will only be seen to have 
any effect at all when we later analyze the issue of clitic clusters split 
across intonational breaks. 
In order to correctly determine which constraints are at work 
and under which rankings they interact, it is essential that we consider all 
relevant aspects of a given structure on which constraint evaluation will 
be based. We therefore concentrate our attention on the third and final 
option listed above in order to account for the sub-optimal status of (Oa). 
The non-overt element pro, which was not included in any of the 
candidates in (0), is an added factor that distinguishes the candidates in 






INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; INITIAL , , 
INITIAL , (XP) (CL, 
, 
(CL, INTP, , (CL, CP) , , 
IP) L) INTP) , , 
# ... in Icp lIP pro zasmejem , , 
**1 , 
se mu#)] • , : 






zasmejem#)] , , 





* , , 
zasmejem#)] • , , , , 
# ... in lepse mu liP pro 
, , 
, , 
*1 , * , 
zasmejem#)] • , , , , , , 
While the covert nature of pro may understandably betray its role as an 
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in (Pb) arid back in (17), for which, in addition, a deletedjunpro-
nounced conjunction (ker, 'because') has been suggested. Examples (20) 
and (21), with the conjunctions ter, 'and' and sa}, 'but,' respectively, 
illustrate similar effects with pro. 
(20) Sezidali so hiso ter so jo pokrili s sk6dlami. 
build.PRT aux.3pl house and aux.3pl itACC cover.PRTwith shingles 
'They built a house and covered it with shingles'. 
(Herrity 2000, 304) 
(21) Dqj mu kozarec , vma. Sqj je 
ze pi!. 
give.2sg.IMPV him.DAT glass.ACC wine.GEN but aux.3sg 
already drink.PRT 
'Give him a glass of wine. But he has already had a drink'. 
(Herrity 2000, 325) 
. 
. 
Under our analysis with pro in initial position within a 
coordinated CP after a conjunction, we are led to conclude that in the 
absence of pro (or an element elided at PF through a discourse-related 
mechanism, as with ali above), 2P clitics in coordinated CP structures 
must immediately follow an overt subject (assuming there is nothing to 
follow in a higher projection) as in (22) or, even if pro is present, an 
element which has risen into a projection higher than IP due, for 
example, to independent wh-movement as in (24) or topicalization. 
Confirmation of this is provided by the ungrammaticality of (23). 
(22) ... in moje srce je bilo veselo. 
and my heart aux.3sg be.PRT happy (Bennett, 1986: 11) 
' ... and my heart was happy' . . (Franks and King, 2000, 39 [45a]) 
(23) * .. .in je moje srce bilo veselo. (Franks and King 2000, 43 [52a)) 
(24) In kako je s tabo? 
and how be.3sg with you.sg.lNST (Davis 1989,147) 
'And how are things with you?'j'And how are you'? 
(Herrity 2000, 325) 
Clitics can therefore be said to directly follow a conjunction only in 
prosodic terms when pro is present. Franks and King (2000, 43) appear to 
have missed our conclusions involving the role of pro. (See our [19], [22], 
and [23], which correspond to their [51], [45a], and [52a], respectively.) 
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. , 
We thus take examples with in + clitics to be a variant of 
clitic initial, rather than as an indication that conjunctions 
are instrumental in determining second position in Sin. The 
conclusion that in is irrelevant in (SI), with discourse topics 
mi 'we' and jaz 'I' syntactically hosting the clitics but 
deleted instead, is supported by (4Sa), in which in clearly 
does not count, because the clitic je must follow the subject 
noun phrase. Interestingly, this implies that (4Sa) cannot 
really appear as (S2a), as there is nothing that could be 
missing from first position ... 
49 
Although seemingly content with the descriptions provided by 
"sophisticated" grammarians of Slovene that some sentences with 
(overtly) initial clitics involve the deletion of some element (such as ali), 
Franks and King (2000, 42) do observe that in other examples "it is 
sometimes difficult to see what could have been omitted." We suggest 
that it is exactly in these latter examples noted by Franks and King that 
nothing has been deleted, but rather that pro will be found preceding any 
2P clitics. Apart from examples such as those with a deleted ali, for 
instance, it is clear that in the absence of an overt subject or an element 
which has independently risen in the syntax, both of which might 
otherwise serve as an initial syntactic host for Slovene 2P clitics, some 
other type of element must intervene between the left edge of CP and the 
left edge of a clitic (cluster). In (P) we saw that this element happened to 
be pro. 
Now, our foregoing argument for the effects of pro in some 
coordinated structures begs the following question: If covert pro can serve 
as an initial syntactic host for a clitic after a conjunction when a CP (or 
IP for that matter) has been coordinated , is it also the case that covert pro 
can serve the same function in a simple, uncoordinated sentence? Such a 
situation would give rise to a clitic in initial positon in prosodic terms. We 
have already touched upon sentences (14), (IS), and (17) in which a 
clitic occupies prosodic first position, but we maintain that these 
particular cases can be attributed to prosodic deletion of the interrogative 
particle ali or an element which can be understood in discourse. This is 
not to say that sentences with prosodically intial clitics such as (2S) and 
(26) can never be explained by the presence of pro. In fact, that is 
seemingly the only other way they can be accounted for. 
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(25) Je ' tudi pametna. 
be.3sg also sensible fern 
'She's sensible as well'. (Davis 1989, 147) 
(26) Sem dolgo upal in se bal. 
aux.lsg long hope.PRT and refl jear.PRT 
'For long I hoped and feared'. (Davis 1989, 145) 
On a par with the coordinated structures in (22) and (24), a clitic 
in uncoordinated structures without pro must normally immediately 
follow, for example, an overt subject as in (27) or, again, even with pro 
present, an element which has risen into a projection higher than IP as in 
(28), if either of those ends up in first position in the syntax. 
(27) 
(28) 
Jaz sem ga bil pohvalil. 
I aux.lsg him.A CC be.PRT praise.PRT 
'I had praised him' . (Franks and King 2000, 33) 
ste mlsli Kak6 
how aux.2pl find.PRT 
miSo hiSo? 
our.pl house 
'How did you find our house'? (Herrity 2000,244) 
This is not the case in (29), where we have an overt subject Rajko, but the 
clitics need not follow it since there is a phonetically uninterpreted ali in 
CP to follow instead. 
(29) Se je Rajko res porocil? 
ref! aux.3sg Rajko really marry.PRT 
'Did Rajko really get married'? (Franks and King 2000,40) 
Finally, just as not all sentences with prosodically initial clitics 
arise from the presence of pro in syntactically defined first position, the 
mere presence of pro in a clause does not dictate that it serve necessarily 
as the syntactically initial host for 2P clitics, as alluded to earlier for 
examples (24) and (28). Consider as well (30) and (31): 
(30) 
(31) 
Mislil sem • Sl, 
think.PRT aux.lsg refl 
'I thought that...' 
Predstavil sem se 
da ... 
C 
introduce.PRT aux.lsg ref! 
'I introduced myself to him'. 
(Franks and King 2000, 37) 
mu. 
him.DAT 
(Franks and King 2000, 46) 
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On the first ' assumption that the participle in each example is in its base 
position in VP, this entails that pro is in a position higher than the 
participle. We would therefore expect the clitic cluster in (30) and (31) to 
appear between pro and the participle, with pro serving as the necessary 
material intervening between the left edges of CP and the clitic (cluster). 
Since the clitics instead follow the participles in (30) and (31), we 
propose for such examples the structure in (32) (based on (31» in which 
the VP containing the participle moves higher than pro, outside of IP for 
reasons independent of a requirement to satisfy constraints on clitic 
placement (viz. topicalization). 
(32) b [TOPP [VP participle ''']i bp clitic pro [yp t]J]] 
We propose the same type of movement-based structure in (32) 
(but with movement of a VP containing a tensed lexical verb instead of a 
participle) for examples (33)-(36). In each of the examples below, the 




Vozimo se ze tri lire ... 
drive.lpl ref! already three hours 
'We have been driving for three hours .. .' (Herrity 2000, 234) 
A , 
vede se, kakor da bi me ne pozncH. 
behave.3sg ref! as C COND 
'He behaves as ifhe didn't know me'. 
Obnasa se, kot bi nas 
me.ACC NEG know.PRT 
(Herrity 2000, 343) 
ne poznal. 
behave.3sg ref! as COND us.pl.ACC NEG know.PRT 
(Herrity 2000, 342) 'He behaves as ifhe didn't know us'. 
(36) Rece mo, da je bila na mizi knjiga. 
say.3sg him.DAT C aux.3sg be.PRT on table book 
'He/she tells him that there was a book on the table'. 
Constructions such as this with tensed (s) or participle 
+cIitic(s) as in (30) and (31) do not appear to be particularly common; 
they seem to occur only under special circumstances. We suspect the 
"special circumstance" in (33)-(36) to involve syntactic movement-
topicalization in these cases. It is not difficult to imagine a topicalized VP 
in (33), with the equivalent of 'for three hours' remaining as comment 
material. Notice in particular (34)-(36). In these three sentences it is 
quite reasonable to suggest that the VP of the main clause has undergone 
topicalization. The matrix clause in each serves as an introductory 
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structure in which the topicalized VP provides background information 
for the "new" comment material in the subordinate clause to follow. 15 
On this note, we can now provide a more thorough explanation 
for clitic placement back in example (16), Videl sem ga, which was 
represented in tableau (M) without pro in candidate structures . before 
our discussion of the role of pro began. Had we included pro in candidates 
in (M), it is clear that a form with the (overt) linear ordering 
videl+sem+ga such as (Ma) would not have won over a form with the 
linear ordering sem+ga+videl. This is due to the fact that pro is able serve 
as the necessary intervening material between the left edges of CP and 
the clitic (cluster) while also enabling the clitic (cluster) itself to better 
satisfy ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L). 
So, why then is a form with the overt shape sem+ga+videl not 
attested for this example? We claim that the answer rests in the 
topicalization of the VP in (16). The VP targeted for independently 
motivated topicalization in (16) ends up in a position higher than IP and 
thereby provides clause-initial material after the left edge of CPo The 
clitic (cluster) follows the topicalized material rather than pro, which it 
would have followed had topicalization not occurred. We may conclude 
then that example (16) is similar to (30)-(36) with regard to the 
influence of topicalization. (16) is particularly interesting, however, in 
that other than the topicalized element, no other overt syntactic material 
is present in the sentence. The remaining overt material lies solely in the 
form of morphologically based clitics. 
With the findings of this section in mind, we wish to provide a 
tableau for each type of example given in order to thoroughly illustrate 
the constraint interactions at work. However, we reserve these tableaux 
for the appendix at the end of this work. Two changes must be noted: I) 
NON-INITIAL (CL, INTP) has been removed from each tableau. This 
constraint has no bearing on any outcome in (H)-(P) above and there-
fore does not warrant our attention. Note, however, that this is a very 
important constraint for clitic placement in Serbo-Croatian. See, for 
example, Boskovi6 (200 I) for a non-aT -based characterization of clitic 
15 We suspect that the complement clause in (30) or (36), for instance, does 
not undergo topicalization along with the rest of VP in any strict sense. See 
Vries (1999) and relevant sources therein for an account in which the 
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. , 
placement in Serbo-Croatian which would correspond to a high-ranking 
of NON-INITIAL (CL, INTP). 2) In comparison with (H)-(P), we have 
also demoted NON-INITIAL (CL, IP) to a position lower than ALIGN (CL, 
L; INTP, L) since the relatively high ranking of the former is unsubstanti-
ated. NON-INITIAL (CL, IP) is therefore no longer represented in the 
tableaux provided. Other tableaux which appear subsequently throughout 
the body of this paper include these modifications as well. 
4. Further Support for an Approach Involving Syntactic and Prosodic 
Domains 
In this section we examine in depth some more finely grained 
questions which arise from the interaction of constraints referring to 
syntactic and prosodic domains. Let us consider (Q I), which contains 
the following additional constraint that we briefly mentioned near the 
beginning of section 3: 
ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L) 
• 
For any clitic, its left edge aligns with the left edge of some 
inflectional phrase. 
(QI) (corresponds to (12» 








, (Cl, L; (Cl, L; , (Cl, , (XP) , , INTP, L) IP, L) , , , CP , , , , 










darilo#ll , , , , 
fer [IP #knjiga# #ki je na mizi# , , 
*1 ****** , . 
• 
, 
#darilo je# II , , 
fer#je [lPknjiga# #kije na mizi# : 
*1 * , , 
#darilo#ll • , , 
. 
fer [IP #je knjiga# #ki je na mizi# , , , , 
*1 , , 
• , , #darilo#ll , , 
fer [IP #knjiga je# #ki je na mizi# , , , , , 






. , , 
fer [IP #knjiga# #je [ki je na mizi]# , , , , 
, *? , 
#darilo#ll , • , , , 
While (Q I a) emerges as the optimal candidate from among 
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should (Q'I'a) emerge victorious over (Qlf)? (Qlf) clearly has fewer 
violations of what would be the deciding constraint ALIGN (eL, L; IP, 
L) when we compare it with (Q la), Or does it? Perhaps we should 
reconsider the way in which violations of ALIGN (eL, L; IP, L) were 
determined. In (Q 1) we simply counted the number of grammatical 
words intervening between the left edge of a clitic and the left edge of the 
relevant IP (as expected perhaps), regardless of any intonational and 
other phrasal boundaries which exist due to the nature of the intervening 
material. If we consider non-restrictive relative clauses such as the one in 
(Q 1 )/(12) to be a type of parenthetical insertion more or less, similar to 
more typical parentheticals that do not share the same kind of anaphoric 
relationship that exists between ki and knjiga (such as [ ... , as I told you, 
.,.J or [ ... , you know, ... ]), we might wish to conclude that the relative in 
(Qla)-(Qlf) is in some sense extraneous to the evaluation of how far the 
cliticje is from the left edge of the matrix IP. Given this, (Qla) and (Qlf) 
would really be no different with regard to the distance betweenje and the 
matrix IP in each; they would both incur one violation of ALIGN (eL, L; 
IP, L) if the relative were somehow "invisible" for the purposes of 
satisfying this particular constraint. This situation is laid out in (Q2), with 
material in superscript signaling its irrelevance when determining 
violations of ALIGN (eL, L; IP, L). Notice that under this analysis, 
neither (Q2a) nor (Q2f) emerges as more optimal than the other. 
(Q2) 
NON- ALIGN ALIGN 
NON-
INITIAL 
INTEG (CL, L; (CL, L; FINAL (XP) INTP, (CL, (CL, CP) 
L) IP, L) INTP) 




darilo# 11 , , , , 




#darilo#]) , , , , 
Perhaps a more palpable method of accounting for the fact that 
(Q2a) should win over (Q2f) is to compare the degree of isomorphism of 
the relevant prosodic and syntactic boundaries between these two 
examples. Truckenbrodt (1999), for example, highlights issues surround-
ing the ways in which various syntactic and prosodic boundaries often 
. 
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coincide. It ' is clear in (Q2a) that the left and right edges of the medial 
intonational phrase perfectly coincide with the corresponding edges of 
the CP of the non-restrictive relative. In (Q2f), on the other hand, the 
left edge of that CP does not align perfectly with the left edge of the 
medial intonational phrase because of the intervening clitic je from the 
matrix clause. In addition, syntactic phrasal components (Le. words and 
boundaries) beyond those inherent to the relative clause are spread across 
the three intonational phrases in (Q2f), whereas in (Q2a) they are 
contained in only the two peripheral intonational phrases. 
To some extent, the clitic je in (Q2f), which is placed with 
reference to the matrix IP, oversteps the medial intonational boundaries 
naturally set off by the relative clause. We propose that evaluations are 
made in cases such as these on the basis of interactions between 
alignment mechanisms in the constraint hierarchy. Although such 
mechanisms undoubtedly involve a varied set of domain-specific 
constraints, we formulate only a single, ad hoc constraint below. 
PPB=SPB 
Erosodic Ehrase Houndary = Syntactic Ehrase Houndary 
Of course, this constraint may not always be fuily satisfied if more highly 
ranked constraints necessitate violations lower in the hierarchy. In 
• 
tableau (Q3) we continue our modified method of counting ALIGN (CL, 
L; IP, L) violations and rank PPB=SPB conservatively at the lower end 
of the current hierarchy. 
(Q3) 





, , , 
: INTEG (CL, L; PPB= , , FINAL 
INITIAL : (CL L" : , , (XP) INTP, SPB ' " I (CL, (CL, CP) , , IP, L) , , , , , L) , , INTP) , , , 
(a) Cit" [ [ #knjiga# #(kijenamiziJ# , , , , , , 
CP IP " , , * 
, 
(f) 
, . , , 
#je darilo# II , , , , , , 
b [IP #knjiga# #je .[Jdj' n' , : , , 
*1 , * 
, 
, , , 
rniziJ# #darilo#]] '. , , , , , , 
This type of example leads to an important question about the 
existence (or non-existence) of certain syntactic boundaries at the 
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intersection. of medial intonational phrases. Consider the following 
structures: 
(37) #bl [I PI #[CP2 [1P2)]# ]]# 
(38) #bla [IPla (]]) #[CP2 [IP2)]# (bib [IPlb) n# 
The structure in (37) assumes that CPI and IPI each have a single left 
edge and a single right edge overall within the sentence and that the 
medial intonational phrase does not split CP I and IP I into two parts 
• 
each. In (38), however, CPI and IPI are each split into two parts (one 
preceding the medial intonational phrase and one following) by the 
boundaries appearing between parentheses, with each "half' having a left 
and right boundary. It is highly questionable from the outset whether 
CP I b would ever be possible as in (38). While one might reach the logical 
conclusion that this second half of CP I could exist at least on the 
assumption that IPlb also existed, it is unlikely that processes such as 
topicalization or wh-movement could ever target landing sites (in a non-
existent left periphery) in that lower half. That is to say, although there 
may be, in some sense, a left boundary marking the resumption of CPI 
after the second intonation break (rather than what we might call a "new 
beginning," with all the structure that might entail), left periphery 
components of CP I as a whole would only exist in the first half. 
Because tableau (Q3) deals primarily with the isomorphism of 
the medial intonational phrase and the CP of the relative clause rather 
than the medial intonational phrase and the matrix CP or IP, for 
example, we need not further concern ourselves here with the question of 
whether (37) or (38) is more correct. We continue to use the first 
structure in the remainder of this work, but deeper investigations into 
which structure is more valid could prove to be significant for further 
work on clitic placement based on syntactic and prosodic domains. It is 
hoped that our discussion of the examples provided in this section and 
the issues they present will convey to the reader that the complex 
interactions of constraints referring to syntactic and prosodic domains 
demand a very finely detailed notion on our part of how exactly those 
domains are defined if, that is, we are to fully understand the workings of 
clitic placement in Slovene and other languages. 
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5.0 Resoluti'dns for (Un)problematic Data 
In this section we offer some examples of clitic placement 
phenomena in Slovene which are seemingly problematic at first glance. 
Once decomposed, however, the structures at hand pose no problems for 
our analysis. In fact, the two issues dealt with below are resolved quite 
well under our analysis and thereby strengthen it. 
5.1 Variation in the Placement of Copular Clitics between Sentences with 
Only Topicalized Overt Material in the Syntax and Those with Only 
Corresponding Non-topicalized Material 
The first issue to be dealt with stems from forms such as those 
which appear below, both from Golden and Sheppard (2000, 200-201). 
Apart from the clitic in each of (39) and (40), the only other overt 










'He is a capable manager'. 
(cf. Boskovic 2001,157, 'Capable manager, he is'.) 
b. Je sposoben direktor. 
a. V drugi sobi sem. 
• 
other be.lsg In room 
'I am in the other room'. 
b. Sem v drugi sobi. 
Notice the difference in the translations given by Boskovic and 
Golden and Sheppard for (39a). Because Golden and Sheppard's 
example was clearly not relevant to a discussion of topicalization in their 
article (hence the de-emphasis of topicalization in the translation they 
provide) , and since BoskoviC's translation clearly does indicate topicali-
zation, we will assume that the translation given by Boskovic is more 
telling of the presence of topicalization. Golden and Sheppard cite no 
differentiation in meaning for the sentences in (39a) and (39b) , but 
Golden (personal communication [p.c.]) explains that both are "truth-
functionally equivalent" and suggests that there is a discourse level 
difference in information structuring between the two sentences. Franc 
MaruW: (p.c.) indicates that while (39b) may have a sense which 
coincides with that given in (39a) (Golden and Sheppard's 
translation) that is, with a fairly neutral reading, (39b) may also have a 
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different declarative meaning from (39a), in particular an emphatic sense 
like 'He (or she) really IS a capable manager' [emphasis on 'is' by 
Marusic). This second declarative meaning for (39b) involves emphasis 
on the copular clitic in the way of prosodic stress and meaning. 
If we attempt to make sense of the meanings conveyed by these 
two deceivingly simple variations on a sentence, we finally conclude that 
(39a) involves topicalization, while (39b) may either 1) have a fairly 
neutral meaning or 2) indicate some type of emphasis on the clitic (and 
involve topicalization as well, as we will explain later). According to 
Marusic (p.c.), both (39a) and (39b) could be interpreted as questions if 
given proper intonation. The interrogative sense is in fact most typical of 
a sentence with intial clitic placement as in (39b). We remind the reader 
of such examples discussed earlier (i.e. (14)/(29) and (15» in which ali 
was not phonetically interpreted, leaving a clitic cluster initial in its 
intonational phrase. Marusic further explains that while (39a) can be a 
question, it can never have the declarative sense with emphasis on the 
auxiliary. (We take emphasis in this case to refer only to prosodic stress 
on the clitic.) For the purposes of the discussion to follow, we will only 
be concerned with the declarative meanings and the relevant structures 
posed by (39a) and (39b). 
The neutral declarative version of (39b) can be explained on 
grounds similar to those used to explain the examples with prosodically 
initial clitics in which an element such as the interrogative particle ali (or 
a) has been deleted at some level is unpronounced, at the very least, in 
its initial position after the left edge of CP. In those cases, the element in 
question can still be counted as the initial element intervening between 
the left edges of CP and a following 2P clitic. Similar in that regard are 
forms containing a deleted/unpronounced conjunction as suggested for 
(17) with ker in a CONJP higher than CP, in which case the clause-
initial element after the left edge of CP may be, but does not necessarily 
have to be, covert pro. With the "deletion" of various elements and 
topicalization in mind as possibilities in accounting for sentences (39a) 
and (39b), and similarly for (40a) and (40b) as well, let us consider the 
following structures in (41) (where X=e.g. a deleted/unpronounced 
interrogative particle (e.g. ali and a) or conjunction): 
(41) a. #fcp [TOPP [AP sposoben direktorL [IPje pro [vp [t)J]]]# 
b. (lcoNJP X) #fcp [IP proje [vP [AP sposoben direktor]]])(])# 
c. fcp X #[IPje pro [vP [AP sposoben direktor)]]]# 
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d. (lcoNJP X) #b [IP proje [vP [AP sposoben direktorlll](])# 
e. b X #[IPje pro [yp [AP sposoben direktorlllJ# 
f. b X #je [Torp [AP sposoben direktorL [IP pro [vP [tJJlll# 
In (41a) we see that topicalization of the predicate AP sposoben 
direktorhas taken place. Since this AP is now higher than IP, it functions 
as the the first constituent after the left edge of CP and the clitic je 
follows in second position. (41 a) corresponds to sentence (39a) and is 
consistent with BoskoviC's (2001, 157) translation signaling apparent 
topicalization. The next two structures are options for the neutral reading 
of sentence (39b) as noted by Maru~H(; (p.c.). The structure in (41b) 
assumes that a conjunction which lies in a CONJP higher than CP has 
been "deleted." In any case, however, there is no syntactic material after 
the left edge of CP for the clitic to immediately follow. Because of this, 
the left edge of CP coincides with that of IP. This means that in order for 
the clitic to satisfy NON-INITIAL (CL, CP), it must appear in second 
position further down in IP after pro. (41c) is similar to (41b), but in the 
former it is assumed that an element lying inside the left edge of CP and 
higher than IP has been "deleted" is some manner (=is phonetically 
uninterpreted), similar to the examples seen before which involved an 
interrogative particle like ali. Still present syntactically, the element in 
question functions as clause-initial material and the 
immediately follow it. 
clitic is able to 
• 
In (41d)-(41f) we have attempted to provide possible structures 
to account for the emphatic meaning of (39b) noted by Marusic (p.c.) in 
which the copular clitic is stressed and corresponds to something like 'He 
(or she) really IS a capable manager' ['really' and emphasis on 'is' by 
Marusic J. Examples (41 d) and (41 e) correspond to the structures in ( 41 b) 
and (41c), respectively, with the simple addition of prosodic stress on the 
clitic used to lend an emphatic meaning. (We do not intend for this to 
indicate that the addition of (emphatic) stress here gives je non-clitic 
status. Our work indicates that the clitic remains the target of 
morphological placement constraints.) 
Remember that under our analysis of clitics as phrasal affixes , a 
clitic is not present in the syntax and therefore does not undergo syntactic 
movement. In a simple sentence such as (39b) involving only a copular 
clitic and predicate AP, there is no syntactic element of any sort that 
could be considered comment (i.e. "new" or otherwise prominent) 
material in a topic/ comment (theme/ rheme) construction if the AP were 
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to undergo topicalization. Focusing stress on the verbal clitic, a 
morphological element, is really the only option for signaling it as a 
comment (at least a "comment" insofar as meaning if not with regard to 
-structural position). Structures like (4Id) and (4Ie) do place some 
emphasis on the verbal c1itic in the way of stress, an option which could 
well be sufficient in a language which does not rely as heavily on 
topic/comment constructions as Slovene and Serbo-Croatian, for 
example. A structure such as (4lf) involving movement, which is more in 
keeping with the topic/comment patterning of Slovene, is more 
desirable, however. In (41f) the predicate AP is topicalized as in (41a), 
but there is no opposing comment material available, at least in syntactic 
terms. The copular clitic and the lexical properties contained 
therein remains the only alternative for comment material. Above all, 
however, the c1itic must comply with the ranking of morphological 2P 
placement constraints rather than fall under a general syntactic structural 
requirement that comment material necessarily follow any topicalized 
element. 
Given the facts discussed immediately above, the linguistic 
system attempts to compensate for the shortcomings of the c1itic in (41 f), 
as far as syntactically appropriate topic/comment ordering relations are 
concerned, by placing emphatic stress on it. In this admittedly unusual 
case, the linear ordering of topic and comment material, if we do not 
, 
limit ourselves to elements in the syntax, happens to be comment+topic 
(je+ sposoben direktor). If clitics are considered syntactically based 
elements, this is of course an undesired result. Under an analysis of c1itics 
as phrasal affixes, on the other hand, this atypical ordering of comment+ 
topic can be readily explained by the interaction of elements based in the 
morphology with those based in the syntax. Furthermore, no special, 
unmotivated movement in the syntax is required in either (39a) or (39b) 
to account for c1itic placement in 2P. In other words, syntactic elements 
undergo whatever movements they must (viz. topicalization) without 
regard to clitics, and the clitics themselves abide by separate 
morphological placement constraints. We would not want to propose, for 
instance, that the predicate AP raises in (39a) solely for the purpose of 
becoming the first element after the left edge CP for the clitic to follow in 
2P. Why would it, when pro itself could serve, without even having to 
move out of IP, as the initial material required after the left edge of CP? 
In conclusion then, we can explain (39a) and (39b) under our 
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required in 'order to satisfy morphological constraints on 2P clitic 
placement. Tableaux (Rl)-(R6) below, corresponding to examples 
(41 a)-( 41 f), are provided to demonstrate that we can explain such 
sentences with a system of morphological constraints referring to 
syntactic and prosodic domains. Notice that in the appropriate tableaux, 
(Rl) and (R6), only relevant output candidates showing independently 
motivated topicalization are provided. 
(Rl) (=(4la» 
NON- , : NON-, ALIGN ALIGN : FINAL , INITIAL: INTEG (CL, L; (CL, L;: (CL, (CL, , (XP) , INTP, L) , IP, L) : INTP CP , , 
#[cP [TOppje [AP sposoben direktorL , , 
*1 , *** , , , [ pro [v [t);]lll# • , , , , 
#lcp [TOPP [AP sposobenje direktorL , 
*1 * ** , , 
r pro [ [t1;]lll# • , , 
# [cP [TOPP [AP sposoben direktor];je , 
** *1 , * [ pro [ [t);]lll# • , : 
• , 
(jj'" #[CP [TOPP [AP sposoben direktor1i , 
** 
, 
* [ je pro [ [tUlll# , , 
#[cP [TOPP [AP sposoben direktor1i 
, , 
, , 
, ** *1 , * [ pro je [vp [tUlll# , • , , , 
(R2) (=(4lb» 
NON- , , NON-, ALIGN ALIGN , INITIAL: INTEG 
, 
FINAL , (CL, L; (CL, L; : , (CL, , (XP) (CL, , INTP, L) IP, L) , CP , , INTP , , 
, , 
([CONJP X) #[cpje [IP pro [vP [AP sposoben , , 
*1 , * , , , 
direktor1lll(J)# • , , , , 
([CONJP X) #[CP [lPje pro [vP [AP sposoben , , , , 
*1 , , 
direktorlll](])# • , , , , 







(d) ([CONJP X) #[CP [IP pro [vP [AP sposoben je , : , 
*1 * ** , , , 
direktorlll](])# • , , • , , 
(e) ([CONJP X) #[CP [IP pro [vP [AP sposoben , , , , , *1* *** , * 
direktor jelll1(J)# , • , , , 
-"" 
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(R3) (=4lc» 
NON- ALIGN 
INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; 
(CL, (XP) INTP, 
CP) L) 















direktorllll# , , 
fer X # lIP pro je I yp lAP sposoben 
direktorllll# 
fer X #1Jp pro Iyp lAP sposobenje 
*1 * 
direktorllll# • 
lep X #IIP pro Iyp lAP sposoben direktor , • 
• *1* jellll# • • • 
(R4) (=(41d» Same as (R2) except that the c1itic is stressed. 
(R5) (=(41e» Same as (R3) except that the c1itic is stressed. 
(R6) (=(41f) 
NON- ALIGN 
INITIAL INTEG (CL, L; 
(CL, (XP) INTP, 
CP) L) 
lep X #je I TOpP lAP sposoben direktor L • • 
• 
liP pro Ivp ItLllll# • • 
lep X #ITOPP lAP sposoben je direktorl i • • • *1 * 
• • liP pro Ivp ItLllll# • 
• 
lep X #ITOPP lAP sposoben direktorL • • *1* • je liP pro Ivp ItLllll# • • • . 
lep X #ITOPP lAP sposoben direktorL • • 
• *1* 
IIPje pro Ivp ItLllll# • • , , 
lep X #hopp lAP sposoben direktorL ; , 
*1* 
• liP pro je Ivp ItLllll# • , , 
ALIGN 
NON-


























































* • * • 
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• 
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5.2 Splitting' Of a Clitic Cluster across INTP Boundaries 
We now come to our second instance of seemingly problematic 
clitic placement in Slovene, Boskovic (2001: 153) provides the following 
example in which a clitic "cluster" from the main clause is split across an 
intervening intonational phrase. The first clitic of the cluster (so) appears 
finally in the first intonational phrase, whereas the second clitic (se) 
appears initially in the third intonational phrase. 
(42) ?#Oni so,# #kot sem vam v ze rekia,# 
#se predstavili Ivanu.# 
they aux.3pl as aux,lsg you.pl.DAT already say.PRT 
refl introduce.PRT Ivan.DAT 
'They have, as I already told you, introduced themselves to Ivan'. 
In the many Slovene sentences examined for this work, this is 
the only example we have come across with such splitting of a clitic 
cluster around an intervening intonational phrase. Marija Golden (p.c.) 
assigns (42) an "unhesitating '*'." Based on the indications from 
Boskovic that (42) is fully grammatical and from Golden that it is 
ungrammatical, we have marked (42) with a'?'. Golden (p.c.) reveals 
that her judgement of (42) as ungrammatical may be due to some 
irregular properties associated with the reflexive clitic se, but even 
without a reflexive clitic, she deems (43) to be "without hesitation, 
unacceptable. " 
(43) *#Janez ti ,# #kot sem ti ze povedala,# 
#je obljubil svojo pomoc. # 
Janez you.sg.DAT as aux.lsg you.sg.DATalreadytell.PRT 
aux.3sg promise.PRT his help 
'Janez, as I already told you, promised you his assistance', 
Although the grammaticality judgement given by Boskovic 
(200 I, 153) for the form in (42) may have been influenced by the fact that 
he is a native speaker of a variety of Serbo-Croatian in which this type 
of cluster splitting is more robust rather than Slovene, we assume for the 
sake of argument that examples such as (42) are, in fact , grammatical in 
one or more varieties of Slovene, After all, Slovene is often noted for the 
striking degree of dialectal diversity it exudes, with, by some estimates, 50 
or more distinct varieties represented in a native-speaker population of 
around two million. Golden herself does not explicity state that such 
examples never occur. 
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This type of sentence can be accounted for under our analysis, 
but we must make a minor modification in the way we go about things. In 
previous tableaux we have only counted violations incurred by the 
leftmost clitic in a cluster. It is understood, however, that each clitic in a 
cluster is evaluated on the basis of the same constraint ranking and 
therefore incurs its own violations of those constraints. In (S) (= (42», it 
is necessary for us to make explicit for each candidate the number of 
violations incurred by each clitic within the cluster of two clitics. Checks 
are given here as well for constraint satisfaction so that the reader can 
more easily understand where violations do and do not occur. The 
asterisks and checks appearing before commas correspond to so, while 
those after commas relate to se. 
(S) 
NON- , AI.K:iN , , . , AI.K:iN , , , NON-INlTlAL : INTEG (0., 1.; (0., 1.; : FINAL(o., , (0., , (XI') INTP, , IP,L) , , , 
CP) , L) , , , 
, , (a) Icp lIP #oni so se# #kot sem yam , , , 
* *1 * *. , , , 
ze rekla# #predstayili Iyanu#Jl , • , , , , , 





ze rekla# #se predstayili Iyanu#Jl , , ******* , , , 
(c) <Jr lep [IP #oni# #kot sem yam , ****** , , , , 
,/ * , , , , 
ze rekla# #so se predstayili Iyanu#]] , ******* , , , , 
• 
We see that down through ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L) , both (Sb) 
and (Sc) are equally well-formed. In most of the recent tableaux and 
those to follow in the appendix , we represent ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L) and 
NON-FINAL (CL, INTP) as mutually unranked. Ranking NON-FINAL 
(CL, INTP) immediately above ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L) does not appear to 
be of any consequence in our tableaux, and vice versa. We submit for 
now that it is at least possible for both constraints to be freely ranked, in 
which case either (Sb) or (Sc) emerges as the winner depending on which 
of the two rankings which "co-morphology" takes hold at anyone 
time: I) ALIGN (CL, L; IP, L) » NON-FINAL (CL, INTP) gives (Sb) 
with cluster splitting and 2) NON-FINAL (CL, INTP) » ALIGN (CL, L; 
JP , L) gives (Sc) with the relevant clitics contained in a single 
intonational phrase. If it is the case that the two constraints are crucially 
unranked with respect to one another, it is most likely that violation of a 
lower-ranked constraint determines whether (Sb) or (Sc) is the winner. It 
Imp) 
,/ * , 
• ,/ , 
,/ ,/ , 
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is necessary: of course, to determine what that constraint might be if our 
analysis is to be fully comprehensive, able to account for all types of clitic 
placement in Slovene. We are confident that the current analysis is near 
- this end and leave the matter of examples like (42) open for now. 
6. Conclusions 
We have argued extensively for a treatment of Slovene 2P clitics 
as phrasal affixes which are placed at PF by morphologically oriented 
constraints referring to both syntactic and prosodic structural domains. 
Through this line of research, we have accomplished a number of things. 
By simply undertaking this project we hope to have made a significant 
contribution to the emerging field of Slovene theoretical linguistics, 
particularly to the study of Slovene clitics, an area in which work is sorely 
lacking when compared to the extensive amount of work done on clitics 
in related languages such as Bulgarian, Macedonian, and Serbo-
Croatian. 
Initially working through some of the more simple Slovene 
structures with clitics, we found that neither O'Connor's constraints 
referring to only prosodic domains nor Anderson's constraints referring 
to only syntactic domains were able to account for placement of those 
clitics in all examples. As we examined more complex sentences such as 
those involving intonational breaks, it became clear that only a 
combination of both constraint types within a single hierarchy would 
result in the correct forms. Although in general the amount of research 
on clitic placement in the midst of intonational boundaries is quickly 
growing, we are not aware of any considerable analyses of the effects 
which intonational boundaries may have on the placement of Slovene 
clitics in particular. 
Our investigation has elaborated on the widely cited descriptions 
of so-called initial clitics in Slovene. The traditional claim that "initial" 
elements like ali have been somehow deleted or left out of constructions 
in which such clitics appear is upheld when we consider that the element 
in question is "deleted" only at PF. Such elements are still present 
syntactically and serve as syntactic hosts in initial positon for 2P clitics to 
follow. "Initial clitics" can therefore be understood as initial only in 
prosodic terms. Clitics or the leftmost clitic in a cluster at least are 
actually quite happy in this type of construction since they satisfy both 
NON-INITIAL(CL, CP) and ALIGN (CL, L; INTP, L). 
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Based on evidence from coordinated structures with 
conjunctions such as in, ter, and sqj, we also discovered that the presence 
of pro could be a reason for prosodically defined initial clitics. We were 
then able to extend the notion of pro to account for prosodically defined 
initial clitics in some uncoordinated structures. Covert material like pro 
and material optionally "deleted" from initial position as well as the 
notion of independently motivated syntactic movement such as 
topicalization all figured prominently in our analysis of the variation in 
clitic placement between examples like Sposoben direktor je and Ie 
sposoben direktor. In our discussion of these two deceivingly simple 
examples we demonstrated that topicalization in the syntax does not 
occur in order to facilitate morphological clitic placement. On the 
contrary, it is a process which takes place independent of any require-
ments set by clitic placement constraints. The presence vs. absence of 
topicalization may still have effects on the exact site(s) of clitic 
placement, however, as expected. 
In section 4 we discussed constraints on the degree of isomorph-
ism of syntactic and prosodic boundaries in order to account for example 
(f) in tableaux (Q l)-(Q3). Then we introduced the related notion of split 
CP and IP constituents stemming from medial intonational phrases. We 
emphasized in this section the importance of establishing finely detailed 
structural representations as a basis for accurately determining the con-
straints and ranking of those constraints which correctly account for clitic 
placement. 
Finally, we touched upon an example from Boskovic (2001) in 
which clitic clusters appear to be split by an intervening intonational 
phrase. Golden (p.c.) claimed that examples such as this were highly 
ungrammatical to her, but we assumed that Boskovic had good reason for 
citing his example as fully grammatical. After proposing a few finely 
tuned modifications to the constraint hierarchy in our tableaux 
throughout the latter half of this work, we found that our final version 
was able to account for both grammatical and ungrammatical judgements 
depending on the ranking of two rather lowly ranked constraints. We find 
that our analysis firmly accounts for all examples of Slovene clitic 
placement provided. Issues which stemmed from our discussion such as 
the role of isomorphism of syntactic and prosodic boundaries, the 
question of internal boundaries for syntactic constituents split by medial 
intonational phrases, and the (un)grammaticality of cluster splitting will 
allow us to make small improvements along the way to a thoroughly 
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Appendix . , 
Below are tableaux for various examples through section 3 which 
were not presented in the main text due to space restrictions. We believe 
that these tableaux, while not absolutely necessary, illuminate quite well 
the interactions of various constraints in the determination of clitic 
placement. In each tableau we get the desired output corresponding to a 
relevant example sentence given earlier. 
(T) (corresponds to (2) and (5» 
NON- ALIGN ALIGN 
INTEG 
INITIAL (CL, L; (CL, L; (XP) (CL, CP) INTP, L) IP, L) 
[cP #sem [TOPP [vse to ji [IP pro ze 
*1 *** 
naysezgodaj spoznal [tj i#]]] • 
[CP#[ToPP [yse sem tot [IPpro ze 
*1 * ** 
naysezgodaj spoznal [tV]]] • 
b # [TOPP lYse tot sem [IP pro ze , , , ** *1 
naysezgodaj spoznal [t t #]]] , • , 
(d) <:iF [Cp#[TopP lYse tol [IPsem pro ze , , , 
** 
naysezgodaj spoznal [tji#]]] , , 
-If , (e) [Cp#[TopP lYse tOji [I PPro sem ze , , 
** *1 , 
naysezgodaj spoznal [tV]]] • , , 
(U) (corresponds to (3), (11), and (13» 
, , 
NON- , ALIGN ALIGN: , 
, , 
INITIAL: INTEG (CL, L; (CL, , , 
, , 
(CL, , (XP) JNTP, L; JP, , , , 
, , 
CP) , L) L) , , , 
(a) [cp # [ko sem se yzdramila j# #sem [IP pro , , , , , 
*1 , , , 
Idala na postelji#jj • , , , , 
(b) <:iF [cP # [ko sem se yzdramilaj# [I P #sem pro , , , , 
, , 
Idala na postelji#]] , , , , 
(c) [cP # [ko sem se yzdramilaj# [IP #pro sem 
*1 
Idala na postelji#]] • 
(d) [cP #[ko sem se yzdramilaj# [IP #pro lezala 
*1 ** 
sem na postelji#]] • 
(e) fcp #[ko sem se yzdramilaj # [IP #pro lezala , , , 
*** 
, 
, *1 * , 
na sem postelji#]] , • , , , 
(f) b # [ko sem se yzdramila j # [IP #pro lezala , , , , , 
*1 **** , 




FINAL , , 
, 
, (CL, , 
, 
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(V) (corresponds to (14)/ (29» 
NON- , , NON-, , 
, ALIGN ALIGN: INITIAL: INTEG FINAL , 
, (CL, L; (CL, L; : 
- (CL, , (XP) (CL, , , , INTP, L) IP, L) , 
CP) , , INTP) , , 
, , (a) bali #seje [IP Rajko res poroci!#ll , *!* , , • , 
(b) @" bali [Ip#seje Rajko res poroci!#)] , , , , 
. 
(c) bali [IP # Rajko se je res poroci!#)] , *! * , , , • 
(d) bali [IP # Rajko res poroci! se je#)] , *1** *** , , , , • , 





ALIGN , ALIGN 
: INTEG FINAL 
INITIAL (CL, L; (CL, L; , , (XP) (CL, , (CL, CP) : INTP, L) IP, L) 
INTP) , 
(a) bali #si ga [IPpro vide! pro#]] , *!* , , , • , , 
"'I (b) @" bali [IP#si ga pro vide! pro#]] , , , , 
(c) bali [IP #pro si ga vide! pro#)] , *! , , • , 
(d) bali [IP #pro vide! pro si ga#)] , *! *** , , , • 
(X) (corresponds to (16» (N ote subject pro vs. object pro here.) 
NON- ' ALIGN ' NON-
ALIGN: (CL, L; INITIAL INTEG (CL, L;: FINAL 
(CL, (XP) INTP, IP L): (CL, 
CP) , : INTP' 
(a) [cp#semga~vpvide! )ro j liP ]IU j# *! : **** , , • ; 
(b) CP #~vP vide! pr~ sem ~ j# , * *!* , , • , 
(c) rJf" b#[ ~lvp vide!~IIPsem ~)fO [tljft , * , , , 
d ",CP # ~ VP vide! pr0~ sem ~tV , * *! , , , • 
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INITIAL INTEG FINAL , (CL, L; , (CL L' , (CL, - (XP) , " (CL, 
INTP, L) IP, L) , , CP) , INTP) , 
(a) b #je ali [IP Tornaz pozabil drobiz#ll *1 , ** , , , , , , 
(b) b #alije [IP Tornaz pozabil drobiz#ll , * *1 , , , , 
(c) er b #ali [lPje Tornaz pozabil drobiz#ll , * , , , 
(d) b #ali [IP Tornaz je pozabil drobiz# II , **1 * , , , , 
(e) b #ali [IP Tornaz pozabil je drobiz# II , **1* ** , , , , , , 
(f) b #ali [IP Tornaz pozabil drobiz je#ll , **1** *** , * , , , 
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POVZETEK 
o SKLADENJHSKIH IN PROZODICNIH DOLOCNICAH PRI 
UMESCANJU NASLONK V SLOVENSCINI 
V prieujoCi analizi umeseanja slovenskih naslonk na drugo mesto v povedi 
avtor ugotavlja, da je umeseanje ze najbolje pojmovati kot oblikoslovni 
proces besednozvezne afiksacije, kot predlagata ze Anderson (1992, 1995, 
1996, 2000) in Legendre (1996, 1997a, 1998a, 1998b, 2000a, 2000b, 
2000c). Pregled prostih povedi (t). takih, ki vsebujejo Ie en stavek brez 
intonacijskih premorov) in zlozenih povedi (takih, ki vsebujejo razliene vrste 
odvisnikov ali drugih delov, ki jih spremljajo intonacijski premori, npr. 
vrivke, pristavke in oziralne odvisnike) pokaze, da analize v okviru 
optimalnostne teorije (Prince in Smolensky 2004), ki temelji na omejitvah, 
ki se nanasajo izkljueno na skladenjske (npr. CP in IP) ali izkljueno na 
prozodiene doloenice (npr. nafonoloske in intonacijskefraze; prim. O'Conor 
2002 za bosanski/hrvaski/srbskijezik), ne morejo v celoti pojasniti razlienih 
pojavov pri umescanju naslonk v slovensCini. Glede na to avtor meni, da 
hierarhieno urejene oblikoslovne omejitve, ki jih je mogoee krziti, in ki se 
nanasajo tako na skladenjske kot na prozodiene do 10 en ice, lahko bolje 
pojasnijo umeseanje naslonk v navedenih tipih povedi. Ta njegov predlog 
ponuja razlago za slovenske povedi, v katerih se naslonke z drugega mesta 
pojavljajo na zaeetku tako v prozodienem kot skladenjskem smislu, ee 
upostevamo moznost, da obstaja fonolosko nista prvina, npr. pro, ki zaseda 
prvo mesto v skladnji. Tako lahko zakljuCimo, da tudi v takih primerih 
deluje (skladenjsko usmerjena) umestitev na drugo mesto. Glede na to, daje 
predhodna prvina (npr. pro) prikrita, je uresnieena tudi hierarhieno niija 
omejitev, ki zahteva, da naslonke z drugega mesta nastopajo na zaeetku v 
intonacijski frazi, in sicer tako, da se poravnata leva robova zadevne 
naslonke in intonacijske fraze. Bolj zapleteno zlozene povedi v slovensCini 
nadalje kazejo vsestransko delovanje omejitev na umeseanje naslonk, ki se 
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